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December 5 

Annual Lamplight Tour 

Oshawa Museum, 6-8pm 

$5/person; Free for OHS Members 

 

December 16 & 17 

Christmas Victorian Teas 

11:30 and 1:30 

$15 ($10/OHS Members) per person; RSVP Req’d 

 

January 19 

OHS Speaker Series 

 Sarah Coates presents: Historical Re-enacting; 

Special presentation by Heritage Oshawa, 

OPL, McLaughlin Auditorium, 7 pm 

 

February 15 

Family Day at the Oshawa Museum 

12-4PM 

 

February 16 

OHS Speaker Series 

 Lucy Maud Montgomery Society presents: LM 

Montgomery and WWI 

OPL, McLaughlin Auditorium, 7 pm 

 

March 14-18 

March Break at the Oshawa Museum 

$5/person / Free for OHS Members 

 

March 15 

OHS Speaker Series 

 Ontario Regiment Museum presents: 150 years of 

the Ontario Regiment, 

OPL, McLaughlin Auditorium, 7 pm 

Mandate of the Oshawa Historical Society 

The mandate of the Oshawa Historical Society is to bring together 

those individuals interested in the diverse historical aspects of 

Oshawa and to research, retain, preserve and present historical 

information pertaining to the Oshawa area. The Oshawa Historical 

Society maintains, as an agent for the City of Oshawa, the Oshawa 

Community Museum.  
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Join the OCM and the OMY Volunteers on the first 
Sunday of every month and immerse yourself in 
history! Every Sunday FUNday brings a new 
hands-on activity!  Drop in between 12 & 4pm.  

December 6 
Pen & Ink Writing: Write letters to Santa using straight 
pens and ink. Seal them with wax! 

January 10 
Art & History: An art session where participants are invited to interpret our portrait of 
Harriet Cock in whatever medium they like. Supplies included; bring your own if you 
like.  

February 7 
Victorian Tea: Minding Your P’s and Q’s: Visitors will learn how to set a proper table 
for tea, manners and etiquette required. Receive a calling card and sample teas that 
are typically served at the Museum’s Victorian Teas. 

Give us your best shot! 

Visit Robinson House and 

see our latest display, 

showcasing the best of 

Canadian winters and 

snow!  While there, snap a 

picture and share it with us! 

#OshawaMuseum 

http://instagram.com/oshawamuseum
https://twitter.com/OshawaMuseum
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The Future of Our History 

Much of our focus has traditionally been on history as it has occurred in our local area 

over many, many years and how we can best preserve, catalogue, and display and 

then share that history with others in our community. As the Oshawa Historical Society 

we have been fortunate to have the benefit of a very strong base in our community 

that has been created by the preservation of our three museum buildings – all original 

to their site and unique in that feature. From there we have an amazing collection of 

artifacts and documents that have been collected, donated and sometimes even 

shared, to create our very dynamic museum displays, exhibits and archives as well as 

our digitized online resources.  

But what of the future? How will we plan for maintaining and building on this 

wonderful resource that we have established and ensure that we will be able to 

achieve our mandate well into the future? The answers lie in several areas, all of which 

are important to our future success.  

First is our very professional staff who each year update our strategic and business 

plans to provide focus to guide us as we build on what we have already, engage our 

members and the public to benefit from these resources and hopefully to attract even 

more people to take advantage of our visitor experience. This is especially true for 

youth who once engaged will help to ensure that they share their interest in local 

history with family and friends well into the future. The other is attracting those who 

see the value in what we have to offer as research tools and means of learning more 

about our evolving history. Our staff are continually searching for new ways to share 

our local history.  

Second is you as our members. Your support and 

involvement in the Oshawa Historical Society is 

important to its success. Many of you are active 

volunteers who work with our staff to enhance the 

visitor experiences we offer and to carry what we 

have to offer into the community. With the Santa 

Claus Parade fast approaching it will time once 

again to celebrate our Museum and Archives and 

to be a presence in the community. As members, 

your donations of time, money and even artifacts 

and historic documents helps to extend what we 

are able to do in our community.  

 

OCM Staff at 2014 Santa Claus 

Parade 
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Over recent years and looking to the future it is becoming more and more important to 

also enter into community partnerships for joint projects and to align ourselves with 

others to ensure that there is ongoing support, especially financial support, for the 

work that we do. Our partnership with the City of Oshawa is of course the main one 

and extremely important to our future success. This now includes our involvement in 

the new Oshawa Cultural Pan as well as the development of our Waterfront Plan. Our 

partnership with Trent University is not only helping us to fill in some missing 

information on the families who lived in our three buildings but also aligning us with 

broader resources in the community. Our Director, Laura Suchan teamed up with Dr. 

Helen Haines to provide an overview of our joint archaeological project at the recent 

City of Oshawa Cultural Summit. Hopefully this will serve to encourage even more joint 

projects and partnerships in the area of cultural development and support for cultural 

activities in Oshawa in coming years.  

Education and learning is essential to the success of this venture and must be an 

ongoing part of our strategy. Our outreach projects to the community help to spread 

the word and our interest in local history. We will need to continue to find ways to 

involve more people and broader sectors of our community history related activities 

and interests. I am encouraged to see the growing interest in Remembrance Day 

celebrations and learning more about Oshawa’s role in past conflicts. We need to help 

ensure that there are opportunities to learn from even the most difficult parts of our 

history. In the next two years there will be many opportunities to celebrate milestones 

for our country and our community and its organizations. The OHS and our staff look 

forward to playing a very active role in these celebrations.  

Last but not least I cannot forget the role of our 

Board of Directors. While we are a small group we 

do have the mandate, on your behalf, to see that a 

clear path is set for the future of our operations, 

that there are strategic plans in place and that staff 

have the support to carry out their business plans. 

Also that continued funding is secured to ensure 

that we can continue to do what we do and maybe 

even more. None of us can do it alone and it is 

essential that work as a team and partnership to 

see that our love for and dedication to local history 

continues to have a secure future.  

Merle Cole, OHS President 

Board of Directors: Brian Gough, 

David Dowsley, Merle Cole, Janet 

Dowson, Stoney Kudel; not pictured: 

Keri Semenko, David Tonkin 
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By Melissa Cole, Curator 

Christmas is just around the corner, and even 

in the past, children would eagerly await the 

new gifts and treasures that old Saint Nick 

would bring on Christmas day. However, their 

toys were quite different than the ones we 

know today.  

Toys in the Victorian and Edwardian era were made of materials such as wood, 

paper or metal. Some common toys included rocking horses, dolls, trains, tea 

sets and biblical-themed toys such as a Noah’s Ark.  

Prior to the Industrial Revolution, toys were typically handmade or crafted by 

local artisans. For example, a piece of rope could be used for skipping, a 

clothes peg might be turned into a doll, and rags stuffed with sawdust might 

become a stuffed animal to play with.  

With the birth of the Industrial Revolution during the 19th century, factory-

made toys, including tin toys and mechanical toys, became available in nearby 

general stores and markets. Wealthier children had more toys to choose from, 

including train sets, toy soldiers, rocking horses, dolls and doll's houses. Other 

popular toys were alphabet bricks, sailing boats, jigsaw puzzles and Noah's 

Arks.  

The artifacts featured in this article, the cast iron train and ice wagon, are from 

our toy collection.  

Resilient to abuse and versatile by nature, 'cast' iron was so named because it 

is made by 'casting' (pouring) molten iron into a mould. Assisted by the 

technological advances of the Industrial Revolution, toys made of cast iron 

eventually made their debut. Cast iron was a common toy material from the 

1870s to World War II.  It was ideally suited for mass production; the iron was 

cast in moulds that could be used over and over again.  Typically the early cast 

iron toys were decorated by dipping the pieces in a basic paint colour and then 

adding hand-painted details.  
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To produce a cast iron piece, a pattern 

maker would make a mould of the 

item to be cast. Although metal 

patterns were made for continuous re-

casting of the small parts for a toy or 

bank, the main pattern would usually 

be made of wood. Pattern makers 

were often artists skilled in 

woodcarving. 

When cool, the resulting piece of cast iron would be removed from the mould. 

If flaws or imperfections were visible, the piece would be melted down and the 

material reused. If the casting was a good one, the surface of the piece would 

be carefully finished and polished. Separate pieces would be bolted or riveted, 

pinned in some way or, in the case of many turn of the century and later 

pieces, screwed together to complete the finished article.  

Because of the craftsmanship and hand labour involved, earlier cast iron 

products, especially toys and banks, were not cheap. Skilled workers took great 

pride in their work, and their craftsmanship is still recognizable in the pieces 

found today from that time period.  

Toys of Yesterday 

Toys are very appealing—they are colourful, 
whimsical, and intriguing. They are fun to play 
with as kids and enjoyable to remember as 
adults. But toys also tell us stories about how 
childhood and play have changed over the 
years. Homemade or store bought, educational 
or purely for fun, toys and other recreational 
pastimes tell the stories of children growing up 
in the 19th and early 20th centuries.   
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By Jennifer Weymark, Archivist 

November 16th marked the 25th anniversary of the death of an Oshawa sports 

legend, Northern Dancer.   

For those unfamiliar with horse racing, Northern Dancer was one of the elite 

racers born and breed in the Windfields Farm system.  He shocked the horse 

racing world by winning the 1964 Kentucky Derby in a record time of two 

minutes.  He followed this win with another at the Queen’s Plate.  

Northern Dancer’s racing career was rather short as he ran in only 18 races in 

15 months.  He was small in stature and was not expected to be much of a 

racer at all.  His accomplishments were seen as astonishing. 

His true mark on the world of horse racing is in the many offspring he sired.  By 

the time of his death in 1990, Northern Dancer had sired over 465 winners, 

including over 150 stakes winners. 

Northern Dancer was euthanatized on November 16, 1990 after quickly 

deteriorating health. His death touched not only horse racing fans but Oshawa 

residents as a whole.   

Northern Dancer 
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Exciting new project in the archives! 

Newspapers are a vital resource for researchers and an important component 

of the archival collection. Oshawa is currently the largest municipality in 

Durham Region without a searchable historical newspaper database, and we 

have decided to meet this need with a  new project called the Oshawa 

Newspaper Digitization Project.   

We need your help to make this a reality.  The project consists of digitizing rolls 

of microfilm and the hard copies that are part of our archival holdings.  This 

project is important to not only make this incredible resource available to 

more researchers, but to ensure preservation of the newspaper collection.  

Our collection is extensive, however due to fire, there are large gaps in years 

and what is currently available.  By undertaking this project, we are ensuring 

that the remaining newspaper records are preserved for future generations. 

As with most large projects, there is a cost associated with digitization and 

with making the newspapers available online.  Tax receipts are available for 

donations to the Oshawa Newspaper Digitization Project. 

For more information on this project, or for information on how to support this 

worthwhile project, please contact Jennifer 

Weymark or Laura Suchan at 905-436-7624. 

Front page to the Oshawa Telegram, March 8, 

1924 

This and other newspapers in our collection will 

be made available online through this project. 
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By Lisa Terech, Community Engagement 

This past Remembrance Day, the Oshawa 

Community Museum was asked to lead a cemetery 

tour, focusing on soldiers and veterans.  There are 

two Veteran’s Plots in Oshawa’s Union Cemetery: 

World War I and World War II, and being able to 

research the stones and learning more about these 

brave men and women was truly fascinating. There 

was Ernest Bush, who in WWII fought with the 

Princess Pats, married an English woman while 

stationed overseas, but succumbed to tuberculosis 

upon his return home.  There is also the mystery of 

Nursing Sister Hayes; we need to undertake more 

research to learn more about this brave woman 

who enlisted and helped the wounded.  Of course, 

we have the story of Private William Garrow, who 

enlisted for WWI and was killed in action less than 

10 months later.  He was 22 years old. 

For some soldiers, there was little information available, but for the more 

prolific, like Albert Hind, we were able to learn quite a bit about him. 

Albert Frederick Hind was born in England in 1877 and came to Canada in 

1907.  He was a police chief constable for the Town of Oshawa at the time of 

the outbreak of World War I.  He earned the rank of Major with D Company of 

the 34th Regiment and would serve overseas with the Canadian Expeditionary 

Force.  Upon returning from the war, he was promoted to Police Magistrate, a 

position he would hold until his death. 

He passed away at age 53 in 1930.  His cause of death, heart inflammation, was 

attributed to his service during WWI; the maple leaf on his headstone is 

indicative of this.  His funeral was at his house on Simcoe Street in Oshawa, 

and he was buried in Union with full military honours.  The regiment paraded 

from the Armouries on Simcoe Street to the cemetery, and three traditional 

volleys of the gun were fired at the graveside. 

From the Daily Reformer, 

1927  
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Because of the position he held in the community, his death was reported in 

the local newspapers, and his colleagues remembered him fondly.  Magistrate 

Willis of Whitby said of Hind: 

“He placed many an erring young man on the path of right.  His 

work has left the world the better for his acts of kindness in placing 

men on the right path.  He is a victim of the Great War, and just as 

much a hero as those who died on the field. He went to fight for 

freedom and liberty and returned broken in health.  Since his 

return he has not been the physical man be was before he went… 

Major Hind used his best judgement at all times, without prejudice 

of vindictiveness. He will be missed in Oshawa.” 

Alfred Hind’s Headstone, Union Cemetery, 

WWI Soldier’s Plots 
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By Jillian Passmore, Visitor Experience Co-ordinator 

In the Memoir of Rev. Thomas Henry, written by his daughter-in-law Polly Ann Henry in 

1880, there are several mentions of an illness that left his wife, Lurenda, ‘lame.’  This 

has proven difficult to interpret on tours because we never knew the extent of the 

lameness or the cause.   

However, this all began to change when the Archives received a donation of letters in 

2013. The collection turned out to be a fascinating glimpse into the life of Thomas 

Henry himself, as well as some of his children and colleagues. The collection primarily 

focuses on the relationship between Thomas and his son Ebenezer Elijah. After reading 

through the collection, I noticed a few mentions of Lurenda. Since not much is known 

about her early life, any information that is found is satisfying. 

When the letters are arranged chronologically, the first interesting reference to 

Lurenda is on March 17, 1863. E.E. Henry writes “How does Mother like her new set of 

teeth she will soon be looking for her new Eyes they must come.” So now we know 

that Lurenda wore a crude set of Victorian dentures as well as eyeglasses. Another 

reference to Lurenda occurs six years later. E.E. writes again “I am always glad to hear 

from home but very sorry to learn that Mother is suffering so much.” He tells of trying 

to obtain and send a special salve that “has never failed to cure.” On August 21, 1869, 

E.E. writes again saying that he has sent the salve. This letter contained strict and 

detailed instructions. There are mentions of a number of ingredients that many today 

would not think to use for any kind of illness – smart weed (also known as bloodwort 

and knotgrass), flax seed, mutton suit, wheat flour and red pucoon root (also known as 

bloodroot). Since I have spent the last number of years in the Henry House gardens 

learning about herbs, I began to speculate how exactly they were connected to 

Lurenda’s illness and what symptoms they might have been related to.  

Early research had me thinking that it might be ringworm or some kind of rheumatic 

disease because of the mention of smart weed. According to one source smart weed 

(bloodwort) has antiseptic and desiccating properties. This would help with keeping 

the wounds on Lurenda’s legs dry and clean. The same source says that use of red 

pucoon root (bloodroot) can be used to treat ringworm with its extract. It can also be 

used to treat other fungal growths and stimulate blood flow. I was thinking of the sores 

on her legs as if they were a rash.  
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When I came back to my research a few weeks later I 

began looking at the possibility of tuberculosis instead. 

It was a common infectious disease in the 1800s and has 

existed since ancient times. Thomas Henry’s first wife, 

Elizabeth Davis, died from tuberculosis in 1829. It was 

then that I discovered that red pucoon (bloodroot) was 

also used to treat tuberculosis. I Googled “tuberculosis 

sores” and was lead down another exciting rabbit hole. 

Dermnetnz.org, in its definition of cutaneous 

tuberculosis mentions that it is “a relatively uncommon 

form of extra pulmonary TB (EPTB - TB infection of other 

organs and tissues). This immediately made me think of 

Lurenda’s poor legs. 

To continue, osteomyelitis is a form of extra pulmonary tuberculosis. This is an 

infection of the bones and bone marrow. According to the Mayo Clinic, “infections can 

reach a bone by traveling through the bloodstream or spreading from nearby tissue.” 

One such bacterium that often causes osteomyelitis is staphylococcus. This has led me 

to believe that Lurenda’s illness may have possibly stemmed from her use of “faulty 

dental prosthesis” and the onset of periodontal disease. We have no concrete 

evidence to support that the Henrys brushed their teeth. We can assume that since 

they were an affluent family at the lakefront that they had access to materials such as 

toothbrushes. However, people in the 19th century were nowhere near as vigilant 

about oral care as we are as a society today.  

So let’s put all of this together again. In 1863, we know Lurenda is wearing dentures. 

Prior to this she may have experienced a serious case of gingivitis leading to tooth 

decay and periodontal disease, severe enough to warrant the dentures. If at any time 

between losing her teeth and receiving the dentures, Lurenda experienced an infection 

in her mouth, it may have lingered, travelled through her body and infected her bones. 

What if at the same time she was also experiencing a form of extra pulmonary 

tuberculosis?  

The staph infection and EPTB both lead to osteomyelitis that cause the kind of wounds 

I am assuming Lurenda must have dealt with. 

The next phase in my research will be to check the 1861 census records and see if 

there were any dentists in Oshawa or surrounding areas at the time. This may be an 

indication of whether or not she sought medical help from them. We know that there 

were doctors in Oshawa at the time; in fact, the Archives has a receipt for a doctor’s 

visit from Lurenda.  I will also be looking into this in the future. Finally I am hoping that 

one day we might come across the hard evidence we need to determine what in fact 

was the cause of Lurenda’s “lameness.”  

Lurenda Henry 
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By Lauren R., High School Co-op Student 

The first description of a decorated Christmas 

tree in someone’s home dates back to 1605 and 

comes from Strasbourg, Germany. According to 

this account, early seventeenth-century 

Germans festooned their Christmas trees with 

roses made out of coloured paper, apples, 

wafers, and decorations made of shiny bits of 

gold foil or sugar. Indeed, a wide variety of 

ornaments made from food dangled from early 

German Christmas trees, and later, cookies. 

They shaped these cookies in the form of hearts, 

angles, bells and stars. Fruits and vegetable dyes 

soon followed. Some people made ornaments out of eggshells, transforming 

them, for example, into tiny baskets which could be filled with candy. In fact, 

the traditional German Christmas tree was covered with so many good things 

to eat that it was nicknamed a “sugar tree.” Children looked forward to 

dismantling the tree on January 6, Epiphany, because they were then allowed 

to gobble up all the treats that had tempted them throughout the Christmas 

season. 

German immigrants brought their tree-decorating ideas with them to the 

United States. Like their ancestors in the old county, the Pennsylvania Dutch 

covered their Christmas trees with apples, nuts, and cookies. In addition, many 

American adopted the German custom of hanging gifts for children on the 

branches of the Christmas tree. This worked because parents gave their 

children lightweight, unwrapped trinkets rather than heavy, boxed gifts 

throughout most of the nineteenth-century.  

For more on Christmas traditions, past and present, visit: 

VictorianAdvent.Wordpress.com 
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Thanks to our Sponsors and Partners: 

NORTH 

OSHAWA 

LIONS CLUB 

You’re Invited... 

Annual Lamplight Tour 

Saturday, December 5, 6-8pm 

Join us for tours, costumed guides, children’s activities, a visit from 

Father Christmas, music, and more!  
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By Laura Suchan, Executive Director 

Sources of funding for charitable organizations vary greatly however the OHS is 
fortunate to have the City of Oshawa as our largest supporter.  The operating grant 
from the City covers operational expenses related to the administration of the 
museum including salaries, office supplies, power, insurance etc.  The OHS relies on 
donations from members and the public to support activities not covered by the City’s 
contribution such as exhibit upgrades.  In 2016, the OCM is planning to revise the way 
we tell the story of Oshawa’s First Nations history with the introduction of a new First 
Nations Interpretive Exhibit at Robinson House. 

The First Nations Exhibit will focus on the archaeological evidence that was recovered 
from the Grandview and MacLeod Sites, the culture of the Lake Ontario Iroquois in this 
area, arrival of Europeans and finish with a look at the First Nations community today.  
The exhibition will incorporate bilingual interpretative panels/banners, a regional relief 
map (indicating where contemporary First Nations communities reside, where their 
ancestors lived and geographic characteristics of the land), interactive video station, 
audio clips and photos that are relevant to First Nations today, full scale longhouse 
bunk (programming area for school groups) and interactive/themed dig site 
representative of the Lake Ontario Iroquois and the accompanying artifacts found at 
the Grandview and MacLeod Sites.  Our offsite programming will be increased through 
this travelling educational exhibition to include informative bilingual panels, audio clips 
and photos, with a hands-on feature that includes artifacts from various archaeological 
digs that have taken place in the City of Oshawa.  The new exhibit will connect our 
community with their past, embraces the present First Nations community, and builds 
towards the future through the education of our future generations. 

We felt this project was important because the story of Oshawa is typically told 
without a First Nations perspective.  Currently the OCM is the only organization 
presenting any part of First Nations history in Oshawa, however there are many 
themes and issues still to be explored. With the creation of this First Nations exhibit 
the OCM will be in a better position to convey the contributions and impact the First 
Nations community had on Oshawa and the surrounding area.   

This is the most ambitious exhibit redesign the OCM has ever planned.  Currently we 
are awaiting a response from the department of Canadian Heritage about our Museum 
Assistance Program Grant application.  If successful we will start the project in early 
2016 with the idea of having it completed in time to celebrate Canada’s 150th birthday 
in 2017. 

The grant will cover up to 75% of the costs associated with the exhibit, however we are 
expected to raise the remaining 25%.   

If you are interested in making a donation to this exhibit gallery contact Laura Suchan 
at 905-436-7624.  Donations of any amount are appreciated. 
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Two handy websites to remember: 

www.oshawahistoricalsociety.org  — News, info, 

pictures, all related to the Oshawa Historical Society  

oshawamuseum.wordpress.com— Our blog is a great 

place to visit for interesting articles between 

newsletters!   There is a new post every week, so visit 

often! 

Memberships will expire 

on December 31, 2015.  

Renew your membership 

today and get member 

benefits through 2016! 

~~~ 

When you renew, please 

consider making an 

optional donation to the 

Oshawa Historical Society. 

Thank you for your 

continued support. 

Friends of the Society 

We invite you to support the Oshawa Historical Society and become a Friend 

of the Society.  This  membership level offers all the benefits of your current 

membership level, with the added bonus of a $40 charitable tax receipt and 

the satisfaction of affirming your support of local heritage. 
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Regent Theatre: Now and Then 

Building Name: Regent Theatre 
Address: 50 King Street East 
Build Date: 1921 
 
Oshawa’s moviegoers received their first glimpse of the Regent Theatre when 
it opened in 1921. The first movies shown were Thomas Meighan in The Prince 
Chaps and the Mack Sennett comedy You Wouldn’t Believe It. 

Information on the Regent Theatre and the contemporary photograph come courtesy 

of OMY: The Oshawa Museum Youth! 
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We Service All Makes and 
Models 

 

COOPER’S 
AUTO 

SERVICES 
Since 1946 

 

Oshawa’s Only Downtown Gas 
Station 

At the corner of Bruce and 
Albert (Next to the GM Centre) 

5 Licensed Mechanics at 
Reasonable Rates 

Drive Clean Testing 
 

Visit us at 
www.coopersautoservices.com 

Interested in Advertising?  Contact Lisa for more information 

905-436-7624 x 106, membership@oshawamuseum.org 



Name:  

Address:  

  

Phone:  

Email*:  

Oshawa Historical Society, 1450 Simcoe St. S. Oshawa, ON L1H 8S8 

Tel: 905-436-7624 ● membership@oshawamuseum.org ● www.oshawamuseum.org 

Membership Information: 

Membership Fees: (please select one)  

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

DATE RECEIVED: ______________________________ 

RECEIVED BY:_________________________________ 

PAYMENT METHOD: ___________________________ 

Category 
E-news Membership 
(with valid email address) 

Paper Newsletter 
Membership Total 

⃝   Individual $20 $25 $_______ 

⃝   Family $25 $30 $_______ 

⃝   Student $5 $10 $_______ 

⃝   Community 
Organization 

$25 $30 $_______ 

⃝   Corporate $30 $35 $_______ 

⃝   Life ($200 tax receipt 

issued) 
$300 $300 $_______ 

⃝   Friends of the 
Society ($40 tax 

receipt issued) 
$60 $65 $_______ 

Donations       

⃝   I would like to support the work of the Oshawa Historical Society with 
an optional donation of $_____________ 

$________ 


